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Can perceptual experiences be states of uncertainty?
We might expect them to be, if the perceptual processes
from which they are generated, and the behaviors they
help produce, take account of probabilistic informa-
tion. Yet, it has long been presumed that perceptual
experiences purport to tell us about our environment,
without hedging or qualifying. Against this long-
standing view, I argue that perceptual experiences may
well occasionally be states of uncertainty, but that they
are never probabilistically structured. I criticize a pow-
erful line of reasoning that we should expect perceptual
experience to be probabilistic, given their interfaces
with unconscious probabilistic information, with
behavior responsive to it, and with credences.
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1 | INTRODUCTION
Our languages are full of ways to express uncertainty, such as “I suspect that …,” “I am more
sure of X than I am of Y,” “I cannot rule out X but I cannot rule it in either.” You might feel
doubtful that the cries you heard in the desert were a baby (since coyotes can sound like that),
yet not entirely comfortable ruling out this eerie possibility.
Some hold that degrees of confidence are probabilistically measurable. Let us call these
degrees of confidence credences. If you have a middling credence in p, you are far from fully
confident in accepting or rejecting it. To express your opinion on p, you would have to hedge,
by using one of the many locutions we have for qualifying an outright “Yes” or “No.”
Credences are states of uncertainty. How similar can they be to perceptual experience? If I
am not completely sure that the cries in the desert come from a coyote, can this be because my
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perceptual experience already embodies a form of uncertainty intrinsically, or must my uncer-
tainty be merely a contingent response to my perceptual experience?
Uncertainty intrinsic to perceptual experience would supervene on the phenomenal charac-
ter of the experience. Anyone having a perceptual experience with that phenomenal character
would undergo that same form of uncertainty. As I am using “perceptual experience,” percep-
tual experience always feels like perception, which makes it a phenomenal category.1 Phenome-
nal character is intrinsic to experience. I will sometimes call it “experience” for short. If
perceptual experience can ever be a state of uncertainty, then there is a form of uncertainty that
is intrinsic to perceptual experience.
To illustrate uncertainty intrinsic to perceptual experience, consider the following argument
for it:
Face-value argument
(P1) You can form credences by taking an experience at face value.
(P2) If you can form credences by taking an experience at face value, then the experience
must be intrinsically a state of uncertainty.
(Conclusion): Experiences can be intrinsically states of uncertainty.
This argument develops the idea that if the phenomenal character of your experience alone
could guide you into a state of postperceptual uncertainty, then your experience must already
be its own form of uncertainty.
According to the conclusion of the face-value argument, the phenomenal character of expe-
rience is non-contingently related to uncertainty. A stronger, explicitly probabilistic version of
this claim would be that the phenomenal character of experience can be non-contingently
related to a specifically probabilistic form of uncertainty—one we might call perceptual proto-
confidence, since it would be a perceptual precursor to confidence.
Both the conclusion and the stronger claim allow that the phenomenal character of per-
ceptual experience non-contingently attaches a measure of uncertainty to information about
the way things are in the environment.2 We can say that when an experience does this, it is
a phenomenal hedge-marker. If experience is a probabilistic phenomenal hedge marker,
then you could read off probabilistic information from the phenomenal character, as much
and in the same way as you could read off any other information that can be non-
contingently related to phenomenal character, such as whether there is anything red to
your left.
In this paper, I argue that taken on its own, the conclusion of the face-value argument may
well be true, but that both premise (P1) and the probabilistic version of its conclusion are false.
Some experiences are states of uncertainty, but none of them are probabilistic: Phenomenal
character does not inherit probabilistic information from the perceptual processing that pro-
duces it; it does not convey probabilistic information to subsequent states; and it is not
1“Perceptual experience” can alternatively be heard as denoting whatever experience accompanies perception, as
opposed to the phenomenological category of experiences that feel like perception, whether they are perceptions of
external stimuli or not. My use is the phenomenological reading. The two uses differ because as Perky (1910) showed,
experiences that accompany perception may feel like imagination.
2A hedge on whether a worldly condition C obtains can take the form of probabilistic “worldly” contents that assign a
probability to condition C obtaining, or to probabilistic meta-representational contents that assign a probability to the
correctness of a content that says C obtains. I will count both kinds of contents as a hedge on C, even though they will
be psychologically different.
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probabilistically structured. If experiences can be states of uncertainty, such states are few and
far between, and contrary to (P1) it is not possible to form probabilistically measurable levels of
confidence directly on the basis of experience.
With a small adjustment, the face-value argument could be modified to yield the stronger
probabilistic conclusion that I am arguing against:
Probabilistic face-value argument
(P1) You can form credences by taking an experience at face value.
(P2*) If you can form credences by taking an experience at face value, then the experience
must be intrinsically probabilistic.
(Conclusion) Experiences can be intrinsically probabilistic.
Morrison (2015) offers an argument much like this revised one.3 In both face-value argu-
ments, a host of challenges surrounds the premises, and recent discussions have made many of
these challenges evident.4
Here, I assess the idea that experiences are intrinsically probabilistic by engaging with a dif-
ferent route to that conclusion that avoids the complexities of the face-value arguments and
instead draws heavily on perception science. Its conceit is that in cases where behavior is sensi-
tive to probabilistic information that is used in perceptual processing, we should expect that
probabilistic information to be conveyed by perceptual experience as well.
For instance, Morrison (2019) describes the informational continuity he thinks we should
expect to find reaching from subpersonal processing, through experience, to behavior:
Suppose we can show that degrees of confidence that are assigned by early percep-
tual processing are also available for behavior. This is a reason to think that the
relevant degrees of confidence are assigned by the perceptual experience itself. If
that degree of confidence didn't arise until after the perceptual experience, we
wouldn't expect to find it in the brain earlier than perceptual experience. And if
that degree of confidence were discarded, we wouldn't expect to find the same
degree of confidence later. Once information is lost, it cannot be regained.
(Morrison, 2019)
Probabilistic experiences, on this picture, are part of a continuous flow of probabilistic infor-
mation from subpersonal perceptual processing to producing probabilistically guided behavior.
Such experiences safeguard against losing perceptual information along the way to behavior
that they guide. And the main alternative to probabilistic experiences, Morrison goes on to sug-
gest, is that experiences would be epiphenomenal with respect to probabilistic behavior—a con-
sequence he rejects as implausible.
After some preliminary discussion in Section 2, in Sections 3 and 4, I present and
attempt to undermine the argument for probabilistic experiences from considerations
about the relationship between probabilistic processing and perceptual experience. I then
turn to assessing directly whether there are probabilistic experiences. My strategy is to
3Morrison (2019) formulates his argument in terms of trust when he writes that probabilistic experiences “best explains
what happens when we completely trust our experience.”
4Beck (2019), Cheng (2018), Pohl (2019), Nanay (2020), and Raleigh and Vindrola (n.d.). Unlike these writers, I will not
discuss P2 at all.
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begin by considering the more fundamental claim that that experiences can be intrinsi-
cally states of uncertainty. This claim, as we saw, is the conclusion of the unmodified
face-value argument, and I make the case right at the start that it is interesting and impor-
tant in its own right, as it challenges long-standing and deeply entrenched assumptions
about the nature of perceptual phenomenology. I argue that experiences may well be
intrinsically states of uncertainty (Section 5), but that they are not probabilistically struc-
tured (Section 6).
2 | WHY DOES IT MATTER IF EXPERIENCES
CAN BE STATES OF UNCERTAINTY?
What would it be for a perceptual experience to be a state of uncertainty, and why does it mat-
ter whether any of them are?
In a state of uncertainty, one hedges on whether something is or is not the case. A hedge-
marker is something in the mind that marks off a content as a way things in the environment
might but might not actually be.5 A probabilistic structured, middling level of confidence is a
paradigmatic hedge-marker, but not the only kind.
A phenomenal hedge-marker is a phenomenal feature of perceptual experience that marks
off a content as a way that things in your environment might but might not actually be. In phe-
nomenal hedge-markers, phenomenal character attributes uncertainty to information about the
external environment.
How can a phenomenal hedge-marker attach uncertainty to external-world information by
virtue of its phenomenal character? We can distinguish between two kinds of phenomenal
hedge-markers: intrinsic and role-based. Intrinsic phenomenal hedge-markers mark the hedge
with intrinsic features of experiences, whereas role-based phenomenal hedge-markers mark the
hedge by one or more roles played by phenomenal character, where the roles are only contin-
gently associated with the experience. For instance, if high pitched sounds scare you, then a role
played by your auditory experience is to cause fear. However, this role is only contingently
related to the auditory experience, since someone might have the same experience without feel-
ing scared, and you might cease to feel scared by such sounds after further conditioning, for
instance if you listen to a lot of operas. Similarly, if an experience is a role-based phenomenal
hedge-marker, the experience causes you to hedge on a content, but its doing that is a contin-
gent feature of the experience.
If there are role-based phenomenal hedge-markers, then experiences are not necessarily
states of uncertainty. If there are intrinsic phenomenal hedge-markers, then by definition, some
experiences are states of uncertainty—those with phenomenal features that constitute hedge-
markers.
We can understand what the intrinsic variety of hedge-marker would be by considering
what it would be for intrinsic features of experiences to constitute a hedge.
5The type of contents relevant to this discussion are accuracy conditions. As Morrison (2015) points out, if experiences
were structured in the same way as credence distributions over a hypothesis set, with perceptual seeming in place of
credence relations to each hypothesis, then the experience as a whole would not have accuracy conditions in any
straightforward sense. However, we can still think of contents as the hypotheses, and that is the sense of “content” at
issue here.
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The intrinsic features of experience include its phenomenal character and phenomenal contents
of experience (i.e., contents that supervene on phenomenal character).6 For instance, suppose the
phenomenal contents of experience included probabilistic contents, such as “there's probably a cat in
front of me.” Encoding this probabilistic information would be but one way for experiences to be
states of uncertainty. If an experience encoded probabilistic information in its phenomenal character,
then any two phenomenally identical experiences would encode the same probabilistic information.
A different example of an intrinsic feature of experience is the invariant phenomenal fea-
tures of experience. Perceptual experience, as noted earlier, always feels like perception,
whether it is a case of perceiving or not. It is a phenomenal category with invariant features that
are shared by all perceptual experiences, whether those experiences are cases of perceiving or
something else, such as imagining. Hypotheses about the invariant features of perceptual expe-
rience are universal claims about all perceptual experiences.7
Perception itself includes more than perceptual experience. Perceiving can feel like imagin-
ing, as Perky showed long ago. And perceptual experiences are not always cases of perception,
as is shown by immersive dreaming and hallucinating.8
Finally, the structure of a perceptual experience could be a hedge-marker, if by virtue of that
structure, the experience presents us with multiple incompatible possibilities at once, and
marks the possibilities as a way the world might actually or might not actually be. Section 5.1
makes the case that such “multiplex” experiences are the best candidates for intrinsic phenome-
nal hedge-markers, and Section 6 argues that these experiences are not probabilistic: There is
no intrinsic assignment of probabilistic weights to each option.
2.1 | The standard view of perceptual phenomenology
A first reason why it matters whether perceptual experiences can be states of uncertainty is that
intrinsic phenomenal hedge-markers are not supposed to exist, according to a longstanding
view of the phenomenology of perception.
According to the longstanding view, which I will call the standard view, an invariant feature
of perceptual experience is that it purports to present us with a unique way that things actually
are at the time of the experience. This position is often defended as part of a scheme for differ-
entiating the invariant phenomenal features of perception, imagination, and episodic memory.9
6I will leave it open whether all phenomenal features of experience are also representational. Vance (2020), like
Block (1996), suggests that some aspects of phenomenal character are manners of representation of contents. Vance
proposes that precision information in perceptual processing explains some manners of representation, such as blur, but
leaves open whether blur is intrinsically a hedge-marker.
7There are also arguably such things as phenomenal imagining and phenomenal remembering, and for each of these
phenomenal states, we could ask what its phenomenal invariant features are. However, here I am concerned only with
perceptual experience and whether it can be a phenomenal hedge-marker. Madary (2012) discusses a related question.
8Perky (1910). Imagining, in turn, can feel like remembering, aswe know from studies of falsememories (Mazzoni &
Memon, 2003; Schacter &Dodson, 2001), just as remembering can feel like imagining, asMartin andDeutscher observedwhen
they developed their causal theory ofmemory (Martin&Deutscher, 1966). On the phenomenology of dreams seeHobson (2005).
9I call the view “standard” because thinkers from different corners of philosophy and neuroscience converge on it from
different places and times, including Husserl (2005) on memory versus “phantasy,” Lau (2019) on perception as reality
monitoring, and Martin (2002) on perception versus imagination. Husserl's terminology does not map on to mine, since
he draws finer distinctions that recognize intermediate states between what someone might call perception and memory
(such as retention) and between perception and imagination (protention). Husserl's term for the experiences that have
the phenomenology of perception described here is “adumbration.” Note that Figure 1 leaves open whether perceptual
experiences are or involve representational states.
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According to the standard view, if you phenomenally imagine an apple in front of you, you can
experience being in the presence of an apple as a merely possible way things could be, or even a
way things could be in the future or could have been. Phenomenally, this type of experience is
different from episodically remembering seeing an apple. In that case, even if you picture an
apple vividly in your mind, the experience is marked as something that actually occurred in the
past, rather than as something imaginary that is not actually happening now.
On the standard view, phenomenal perception contrasts with phenomenal memory and
phenomenal imagination by presenting things as actually occurring at the moment of the expe-
rience, rather than as having actually having occurred in the past (as per phenomenal memory)
or as not actually occurring presently at all (as per phenomenal imagination). On this view,
there is no way to “hedge” in perceptual experience, no way to mark off something we are per-
ceptually conscious of as merely possible, the way we do in imagination and in thought.
Since the standard picture is about invariance in perceptual experience, it makes universal
predictions about all perceptual experiences. So if there are intrinsic phenomenal hedge-
markers, then the standard picture is wrong. I argue in Section 5 that the standard picture may
well be unable to accommodate some perceptual experiences of wobbly trajectories, and I sug-
gest a different scheme for distinguishing between phenomenal perception, phenomenal imagi-
nation, and phenomenal memory that can accommodate these odd experiences.
2.2 | How can we discover whether there are intrinsic phenomenal
hedge-markers?
A second reason to find out whether perceptual experiences can be states of uncertainty is that
the answer to this question bears on how models from perception science may map on to visual
phenomenology.
Not all information processed by our perceptual system ends up in our perceptual experi-
ence. If perceptual experiences can be states of uncertainty, then the discovery of such experi-
ences contributes to the science of consciousness by clarifying the options for how models in
perception science may map on to perceptual experience.
How can we discover whether any experiences are states of uncertainty? A method suggested by
Denison, Block, and Samaha (2020) is to start frommodels of the features detected in early vision that
posit various forms of uncertainty in perceptual processing, such as signal detection theory, drift diffu-
sionmodels, probabilistic population codes, or sampling, and then try to figure out which components
of those models explain any phenomenal features of perceptual experience, such as experiences of ori-
entation or the direction of motion. If any of the components that explain phenomenology involve
uncertainty, uncertainty in oneway or anotherwill be reflected in experience. Once amodel is success-
ful at explaining behavioral data, further experiments can sometimes help rule out some hypotheses
about which information represented by themodel gets inherited by experience.10
10On their own, none of the models discussed by Denison et al. determine which components of the model maps to
phenomenology and which do not. For instance, drift diffusion models posit accumulators that gather evidence and
reach a perceptual decision when the accumulated evidence crosses a threshold, but the decision threshold can be set in
different places depending on other factors. Once evidence accumulates to the decision threshold amount, the
perceptual system represents a feature, such as leftward direction of motion. If the phenomenal character of visually
experiencing leftward motion is sensitive to whether the threshold is reached, then a stimulus will flit in and out of
visibility as the decision threshold moves, even if the amount of accumulated evidence stays the same. As Denison et al.
point out, so long as the decision variable can be controlled and the evidence accumulated can be measured, it is
possible to test this hypothesis.
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This approach to the science of consciousness involves reasoning about what else would be
true of experience, if one or another mechanism posited by the model for perception of an indi-
vidual feature explained perceptual experience of that feature. There is no single method or set
of experiments underlying this approach. Instead, what is distinctive is the inquiry into what
else would be true of the experiences of a feature, given assumptions about which part of the
model explains the experience.
This approach has to navigate the enduring methodological challenge that since conscious-
ness involves a subject's perspective, it is hard to avoid relying on subjects' reports, yet it is also
difficult to determine whether subjects' reports are reporting perceptual experience or merely
judgments made in response to them. This obstacle is not necessarily insurmountable, but it is
one place where philosophical analyses of phenomenology may help.
A different challenge is specific to the search for phenomenal uncertainty. While it may
seem clear enough what phenomenal character experiences of orientation or direction of move-
ment have, it is much less obvious what perceptual experiences of uncertainty might consist
in. Understanding the nature of phenomenal uncertainty in turn clarifies hypotheses about
which types of uncertainty posited by models could be mapped onto phenomenology, by clarify-
ing the target of such mappings.11
A third reason to try and discover whether experiences can be states of uncertainty is that it
bears on the roles of experiences in explaining behavior. As we will see next, a powerful argu-
ment for probabilistic experiences depends on hypotheses about the explanatory relationships
between experiences, the sensory systems that produce them, and behavior that is responsive to
uncertainty.
3 | IF SOME BEHAVIOR IS RESPONSIVE TO
PROBABILISTIC PERCEPTION, SHOULD WE EXPECT
EXPERIENCES TO BE PROBABILISTIC?
The sensory systems that produce perceptual experience are noisy, since the same external stim-
ulus causes different brain responses on different occasions. In addition, sensory signals in the
brain are ambiguous, in that the same signal can be caused by different states of the environ-
ment. Keeping track of these two forms of uncertainty could benefit the perceiver, and there is
evidence that the perceptual system takes account of both noise and ambiguity.12
How does the perceptual system take account of uncertainty? Many models of perception
posit computations over probabilistic information, or approximations of such computations,
about both sources of uncertainty. Such attributions of probabilistic representations in the per-
ceptual system are made on the basis of behavior predicted by probabilistic models, and in that
11Another challenge concerns interactions between phenomenal features of experience. The models discussed by
Denison et al. are designed to explain perceptual decisions about individual features such as orientation or the direction
of motion. Some aspects of perceptual experience involve multiple features that interact phenomenally, for instance, if
the color of a stimulus depends on the colors of the things around it, or the sound of a phoneme depends on its
surrounding phonemes, or the speed at which a thing looks to be moving depends on the luminance features. Some
cross-modal effects have this structure as well, such as the McGurk effect involving vision and audition. For many
phenomenal features of perceptual experience, it may not be possible to leverage models of individual features into
predictions about perceptual experience.
12For evidence old and new see Helmholtz (1856)/1962), Ernst and Banks (2002), Weiss et al (2002), Trommershäuser,
Kording, and Landy (2011), and O'Callaghan, Kveraga, Shine, Adams, and Bar (2017).
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sense the behavior is sensitive to probabilistic information. In these cases, there appear to be
probabilistic information in perceptual processing and behavior that is sensitive to that infor-
mation, where the behavior is also possible to rationalize by perceptual experience.
For instance, Walker et al. (2020) gave monkeys a task to decide which of two distributions
over orientations a grating belongs to, where the two distributions share a mean but differ in
variance. Some orientations belong to both distributions, while others belong only to the distri-
bution with the wider variance. After training the monkeys to classify gratings correctly by
color (e.g., a sample was colored red if it belonged to the wide distribution and green if it
belonged to the narrow one), the color was removed from the samples, and the monkeys had to
decide which distribution samples belonged to without relying on color cues. This is the behav-
ior that turned out to be sensitive to probabilistic information.
The sensitivity showed up on trials where the orientation of the sample belonged to both
distributions, and the sample was also shown at low contrast. The low contrast introduced noise
in the monkey's measurement of the sample's orientation. As before, the monkeys had to decide
which distribution the sample belonged to. Their responses were predicted by a model that
combines information taking account of the noise surrounding the measurement of the sam-
ple's orientation, with information about each distribution over orientations. In a nutshell, the
monkey's behavior matched the behavior that would be produced if they reasoned that, for ori-
entations that lie near the intersection of the two distributions, the noisier a sample is, the more
likely it belongs to the narrow distribution, because that distribution contains more orientations
close to the measurement shown with noise attached to it.
On this model, the monkeys behave as if they are computing over two kinds of probabilistic
information: how likely the sample is to have various orientations, and how likely each of those
orientations is to belong to each distribution. Their behavior is sensitive to probabilistic infor-
mation, and therefore to uncertainty registered by the perceptual system.
Switching from monkeys to humans, Walker et al.'s (2020) results belong to a body of evi-
dence that perceptual systems take account of uncertainty by using probabilistic information,
though it remains a major question what sorts of computations are involved.13 If that suggestion
is correct, it adds to the evidence that some human behavior that we regularly take to be
directly responsive to perceptual experience is also sensitive to uncertainty registered and used
by the perceptual system.
If perceptual experiences can be probabilistic, then there would be a throughway for proba-
bilistic information to flow from subpersonal perception to consciousness, which could in turn
explain behavior that is sensitive to probabilistic information. This picture has no need for tran-
sitions between non-probabilistic perceptual experiences and probabilistic information.
This observation suggests the line of thought that I will criticize in Section 4. Suppose that
perceptual experience has no way to express any probabilistic nuance, because it cannot be a
state of uncertainty. If behavior that we regularly assume to be guided by perceptual experience
is also sensitive to probabilistic information in subpersonal perceptual processing, it becomes
pertinent to ask whether experience is actually epiphenomenal when it comes to explaining
behavior sensitive to probabilistic information. If the behavior is explained by the probabilistic
information that is left out of perceptual experience, what explanatory role, if any, is left for the
experience to play?
13For examples of the vast discussion of this issue, see Knill and Richards (1996), Shi, Griffiths, Feldman, and
Sanborn (2010), Griffiths, Chater, Kemp, Perfors, and Tenenbaum (2010), Ma (2012), Icard (2016), and Rahnev (2017).
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Some defenses of the idea that probabilistic perception reaches all the way to experience are
framed around the supposed choice between probabilistic experiences and epiphenomenal
ones. As noted earlier, Morrison (2019) argues explicitly from the implausibility of epiphenome-
nal experiences, together with experimental support from Walker et al., to the idea that percep-
tual systems take account of uncertainty by using probabilistic information. We met this line of
thought earlier, in the introduction. It says that if perceptual experience explains behavior, and
some of that behavior is sensitive to probabilistic information, then perceptual experience must
be a vehicle for probabilistic information to which the behavior is sensitive.
Munton (2016) follows a similar line of thought when she defends probabilistic experiences.
She appeals to the explanatory role of such experiences in forming and justifying credences,
which are probabilistically structured degrees of confidence, rather than behavior, but the basic
line of thought is the same. The idea that experiences are probabilistic is a natural hypothesis,
given the assumptions that there are behaviors sensitive to probabilistic information that per-
ceptual experiences seem to help explain. Munton and Morrison use this line of thought in
defense of probabilistic experiences, but it could also be marshalled in defense of epiphenome-
nal ones. When we ask whether non-probabilistic experiences could explain behavior that is
sensitive to probabilistic information, what kind of explanatory role is at issue?
We can distinguish between a merely causal role for experiences in explaining behavior, and a
role that makes the behavior intelligible from the subject's own perspective, which I will call a first-
person rationalizing role for experience. A different way for an experience to be epiphenomenal rela-
tive to a behavior is for it to fail to play any causal role in producing the behavior.
The most robust explanatory role for experience would combine both causal and first-person
rationalization roles. I will argue that perceptual experiences can provide first-person rationalizations
of probabilistic behavior, even if the experiences are not probabilistic. I will leave aside what causal
roles experiences actually play relative to such behavior.14 I focus on the first-person rationalization
role because the methods available to philosophy are well-suited for finding out whether experience
plays that kind of role, whereas discovering its causal role can require experimentation. A related
reason to focus on the first-person rationalization role is that it is central to the commonsense
assumptions about experiences that the line of thought favoring probabilistic experiences relies on.
If my conclusions are correct, then experiences are available as first-person rationalizations
of behavior sensitive to probabilistic information, regardless of their causal role in producing
that behavior.
4 | ARE PROBABILISTIC EXPERIENCES NEEDED
TO EXPLAIN PROBABILISTIC BEHAVIOR?
Suppose a subject's perceptual experiences have no way to reflect some of the information to
which their behavior is sensitive. Would that force the experiences to be epiphenomenal with
respect to that behavior?
No. Perceptual experiences can participate in a division of explanatory labor with uncon-
scious perceptual information, postperceptual information, or both.
14Compare the controversies surrounding Libet's conclusions about free will, which seem to contradict the
commonsense assumption the states our brains were in before we decide to act do not prevent our decisions from being
free (Bayne, 2004; Libet, Wright, & Gleason, 1982; Wegner, 2002).
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For instance, suppose experience has no way to reflect any probabilistic nuance, but that it
can present a subject with multiple incompatible possibilities at once, thereby making them
salient to the perceiver. And suppose that postperceptually, the subject attaches probabilistic
weights to each option. Here, one could read off from experience the hypotheses to which prob-
abilistic weights are assigned, even if one could not read off the weights that are assigned to
each of them. One would not be reasoning in the dark, if one assigned probabilistic weights to
multiple hypotheses made salient by one's experience, such as the hypothesis that a darting but-
terfly is on a leftward trajectory and the hypothesis that it is on a rightward trajectory.
A different way for experiences to rationalize behavior in light of the contribution from
other non-experiential states is illustrated by behavior that is guided by the dorsal stream, such
as the visually impaired subject DF's ability to post a card through a slot.15 DF's visual experi-
ence is degraded so much that she cannot see how the slot is oriented. Yet she can post a card
through it, successfully positioning her hand to match the card's orientation with the orienta-
tion of the slot. DF's sensory-motor success is apparently not guided by any visual experience of
orientation, but instead by orientation information that bypasses it, while remaining available
for her to use. Her visual system processes information about the slot's orientation, but her
experience does not inherit that information.
If the orientation information DF uses never reaches consciousness, that fact does not make
her visual experience irrelevant to explaining how she posts the card through the slot. If DF's
visual experience indicates the direction in which the slotted surface is located, then it will not
be entirely epiphenomenal. By contrast, if her visual experience is too degraded to provide any
information that DF could use to guide her card-posting behavior, then it will be. The crucial
factor in determining whether experience is epiphenomenal is what information other than ori-
entation the experience conveys, not whether any unconscious information guides behavior.
A special case of unconscious information is unconscious probabilistic information. Percep-
tual experience can retain a first-person rationalizing role with respect to behavior, even when
it joins forces with unconscious probabilistic information to which the behavior is sensitive.
Here are three examples.
First, experiences could present a point value estimate of a feature, such as a degree of ori-
entation or a distance, and then any uncertainty surrounding that point value could be encoded
in the role of experiences in subsequent reasoning that uses probabilistic information. One
could not recover probabilistic information from the experience alone. However, one could
recover it jointly from the experience, which phenomenally presents a point estimate of orienta-
tion, and other perceptual states, which encode the variance surrounding that point estimate.
A proposal like this is made by Shea and Frith (2019).16
Second, suppose an experience has the phenomenal content p, with which it phenomenally
represents an orientation. Since p is a phenomenal content, any two experiences with that ori-
entation content p will be the same with respect to the phenomenal character that p helps char-
acterize. And suppose the same experience also non-phenomenally represents a hedge on that
orientation. For instance, the experience has non-phenomenal probabilistic content .7p if .7
measures how strongly you are disposed to rely on this experience that p in subsequent reason-
ing, what confidence reports you are disposed to make, and whether you are disposed to look
15Goodale and Milner (1992). Like many participants in experiments, DF is known by her initials. See Ganel and
Goodale (2019) for discussion of the status of DF's experience.
16For Shea and Frith (2019), the metacognitive representation of the variance is a phenomenally conscious and part of
perception, though its contents do not co-vary with phenomenal character.
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again before you act on the information.17 However, these elements could be accompanied by a
middling amount of felt fluency in producing a report on the orientation, or a feeling that the
answer is on the tip of the tongue, or a general feeling of uncertainty.18 Here, probabilistic
behavior is rationalized from a first-person perspective by phenomenal features that only con-
tingently accompany (non-phenomenal) probabilistic contents: The phenomenal content p of
perceptual experience, and the possibly non-perceptual feelings of fluency, and so forth. The
perceptual experience can still contribute to first-person rationalizations of behavior.
Finally, Vance (2020) argues that degrees of blur in experience rise and fall with degrees of
precision registered in processes that produce it, and that blur is a manner of representing
external-world contents. If blur could make it rational from a subject's point of view to become
uncertain about how far away something is or exact orientation, then we have another potential
division of labor in explaining behavior that is sensitive to probabilistic information. Blur would
provide the first-personal rationalization for uncertainty, while unconscious probabilistic infor-
mation explains more fine-grained patterns of behavior (an example is coming shortly).19
These examples show that experiences can contribute to first-personal rationalizing explana-
tions of behavior, even when the behavior is sensitive to unconscious probabilistic information.
My conclusion so far is an instance of a more general claim: Building uncertainty into expe-
rience is not needed to explain why a subject ends up uncertain about something she con-
sciously perceives. Suppose you want to know the age of a person you are seeing. The wrinkles
on their hands suggest they are over 40, while their hair color suggests they are under 40. So
you have two competing suggestions, which together leave you uncertain as to whether this
person is over 40. Yet you need not be uncertain about how wrinkled or grey you find their
hands or hair. So it is not true in general that a mental state that explains why a subject ends
up uncertain has to be a state of uncertainty of its own.
A final consideration against expecting continuity of probabilistic information from percep-
tual processing via experience to behavior becomes visible if we look backward from perceptual
experience to subpersonal processes that produce it. Suppose your visual system stores informa-
tion of the form: “under conditions C, it's 80% likely that the important, valuable interesting
stimuli are to the left,” and as a result, 80% of the time when you are in conditions C, you look
to the left. Then, your pattern of sensory behavior is reflecting uncertainty registered by your
visual system. And since this behavior helps determine what you perceptually experience, a pat-
tern of experience is reflecting this uncertainty as well.
This kind of propensity to look to the left is a disposition, it can come in different strengths,
and those differences could be measured by probability (Icard, 2016). So here is a case where
probabilistic information upstream of experience leaves its mark on the pattern of experiences
you have, namely the experiences of whatever is on your left. However, for all the pattern
shows, you could not read off any probabilistic information from the phenomenal character of
experience, even if you could read off from the frequency of such experiences. In this way, sen-
sory behaviors that are calibrated with probabilistic information would provide a way for non-
probabilistic experiences to reflect uncertainty, without being a state of uncertainty.
17Since these things could in principle come apart, I am idealizing in supposing that there is a single dimension of
strength that the probabilities can measure here. Exactly what dimensions of perception probabilistic can usefully
measure is a central question in assessing the general idea that perception is probabilistic. I return to this question in
Section 6. See also Pohl (2019).
18These proposals come from Shea (personal communication).
19For blur to provide a first-person rationalization of behavior, must it be an intrinsic phenomenal hedge-marker?
No. This point is discussed in Section 5.1.
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All of these observations count against the line of thought that if perceptual processing is
probabilistic, and if behavior is sensitive to any of the probabilistic information processed, then
we should expect perceptual experience to be probabilistic, so that a special explanation is
needed of why it is not probabilistic, if that is what we find.20 If there is no reason to expect
experiences to be probabilistic just because perceptual processing is, then no special explanation
is needed. What would be needed instead, arguably, is an account of how experiences help
explain probabilistically sensitive behavior if they are not probabilistic.
I have given reasons to doubt that the relationships between probabilistic perceptual
processing and perceptual experience and behavior support probabilistic experiences. I now
consider the more fundamental question whether any experiences can intrinsically be states of
uncertainty. I will argue that some experiences may well be states of uncertainty—contrary to
the standard picture of perceptual phenomenology described in Section 2. In addition to chal-
lenging a longstanding assumption about perceptual consciousness, this result gives us some
leverage on assessing whether any experiences are probabilistic.
5 | THE CHALLENGE FROM WOBBLY TRAJECTORIES
The standard picture is that perceptual phenomenology, as distinct from phenomenal imagina-
tion and phenomenal memory purports to present subjects with a unique way in which external
things are actually present at the moment of perception (Figure 1). This picture is compatible
with phenomenal features that mark a hedge by the roles they play in the mind, but only when
those roles are only contingently played by the experience.
For instance, earlier we discussed probabilistic information taken account of by perceptual
processing that remains unconscious. Some philosophers, including Shea (2018), develop theo-
ries of content according to which some such probabilistic information is represented in percep-
tual experience, in the form of non-phenomenal content (by definition, having such content is a
representational feature that does not supervene on phenomenal character). You could hold
constant the phenomenal character of the experience and vary whether the subject is related to
the environment in ways that would establish the kind of representation relation that is defini-
tive of content as Shea construes it.
The standard picture is also compatible with phenomenal features that only contingently
cue uncertainty. For instance, if you learn to associate a high pitch with uncertainty about ori-
entation of a line that you see or touch, nothing intrinsic to the pitch tells you about orientation
or how uncertain you should be about it. Or if your experience leaves you disposed to make
confidence reports partly based on it, that disposition, too, may be only contingently associated
with an experience. For instance, you might experience a line oriented at +5, but in one condi-
tion a subject might be disposed to report relatively less confidence that it has that orientation,
and in another condition one might be disposed to report relatively more, even though the phe-
nomenal character is the same both times.
In these examples, the roles of experience that mark the hedges are: a disposition to produce
confidence reports in response to experience; and being related to the environment in a way
that establishes the experience as a representation of probabilistic information. The standard
picture is compatible with experiences that play either of these roles.
20An evolutionary explanation is offered by Clark (2018), who suggests that probabilistic experiences would be worse at
guiding decisions than nonprobabilistic ones and therefore would not be selected.
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By contrast, the standard picture is incompatible with phenomenal features that in their
own nature (intrinsically) qualify information about the external world. What kinds of phenom-
enal features could constitute such a hedge?
A first kind would be a meta-cognitive layer of representation about the status of other con-
tents of experience. For instance, an experience might present a line as oriented 10 to the left,
and then include another representation that the line might be a bit more or less than 10.
The central challenge is to characterize the phenomenal hedge, without relying on roles that
only contingently accompany the phenomenal character, or on roles that establish non-
phenomenal probabilistic contents, or on feelings of uncertainty formed in response to percep-
tual experience. It is a difficult challenge because perceptual experience purports to tell us how
things are in in our immediate environment, whereas uncertainty surrounding perception is
about our relationship to the information about those circumstances. Is there any hedge intrin-
sic to perceptual consciousness?
A natural suggestion is that in the visual case, blur is an intrinsic phenomenal hedge-
marker. Suppose that Vance (2020) is correct that degrees of blur rise and fall with degrees of
precision. If there is an informational throughway for probabilistic information of the sort
under discussion here, then blur should be a phenomenal feature that conveys probabilistic
information. A. D. Smith may have been suggesting as much when he wrote “the animal
response to blur is uncertainty" (Smith, 2008). More exactly, blur would be an intrinsic phe-
nomenal hedge-marker if it were non-contingently related to a perceptual mode of middling-to-
low proto-confidence.
However, what are proto-confidences? The face-value argument may help operationalize
them. We can ask: Guided only by experience of a feature, without relying on background
beliefs or conditioned habits (such as associating high pitch with uncertainty about orientation),
would it make sense from a first-person perspective to end up uncertain about that feature?
We can use this operationalization to assess whether blur is a phenomenal hedge-marker.
To develop it into a proposal about blur that is exact enough to assess, it can be refined:
For any feature F presented in experience, if you blurrily experience something as F, then
going just by experience, it would make sense from a first-person perspective to become uncer-
tain about whether the thing is F.
A complementary idea is that degrees of blur rise and fall with how uncertain it
would make sense to be about whether the thing really is F, when guided just by
your experience. Analogous proposal could be formulated for low contrast.21
These proposals seem to be false. For many features F, some amounts of blur need not leave
person any less uncertain that they would be if they were experiencing something as F clearly
instead of blurrily. Blurred red can still appear red, a blurred human form still appear plainly to
be a human form, and blurred things moving toward me can still plainly appear to be moving
toward me. Increasing blur need not leave me less certain that the form is human, and decreas-
ing it need not increase my certainty.
Smith's idea that blur per se is a phenomenal hedge-marker may arise from mistaking it for
a different point: that compared to clear vision, blurred vision changes the information one can
get from a scene by reducing spatial frequencies, presenting obstacles to the flow of some kinds
21For example, “For any feature F presented in experience, if you experience F at low contrast, it would make sense
from a first-person perspective to become uncertain about whether the thing is F.”
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of information. It can be difficult to read with vision so blurred that the lines distinguishing the
letters from one another cannot easily be made out. However, what is at issue here is whether
blur per se is a hedge marker, operationalized as rationally generating uncertainty if one is not
relying on background information. The fact that it does not always play that role shows that
nothing internal to blur makes it constitute a hedge on external-world content.
Similar points hold for low contrast. Backlit cubes can look just as cubical as fully lit ones,
and if I end up confident that it is a cube, I need not be relying on information independent
from my visual experience.
These considerations reinforce the challenge of finding a pair of phenomenal aspects of
experience, where one aspect qualifies the status of what is presented in the other aspect. A
way to meet this challenge is to find cases in which experiences present multiple incompatible
possibilities at once, by making such possibilities salient in the subject's perceptual conscious-
ness. We can say that experiences structured in this way are multiplex.22 The structure of multi-
plex experiences, I will argue, provides a more promising candidate for intrinsic phenomenal
hedge-markers than blur.
5.1 | Multiplex experiences
Being multiplex per se does not suffice for making experiences into a state of uncertainty
(or therefore into an intrinsic phenomenal hedge-marker), because some multiplex experiences
present a single object as having incompatible features, such as the magic fork (Figure 2) which
looks to have two prongs at one end, and at the other end it looks to have three prongs. Just as
(unfortunately) there need be no hedging if someone asserts a contradiction, in principle, it
seems, one could experience an impossible figure without one's experience hedging on whether
the item really has all the features it appears to have. The Escher staircase is visually compelling


















FIGURE 1 A standard view of
phenomenal invariances
22The possibilities are made salient in the minimal sense that they are present to the subject's mind. The experience has
contents that characterize multiple scenarios, making those scenarios present to the mind as distinct ways the world
could be. For a richer notion of salience used to the describe the internal organization of experience into things
relatively more peripheral or central to perceptual consciousness, see Dicey-Jennings (2020) and Watzl (2017).
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Multiplex experiences will be states of uncertainty if the possibilities made salient are expe-
rienced as exclusive. Can perceptual experience make a range of incompatible possibilities
salient to the mind, where the possibilities in the range are marked with a hedge indicating that
the scenarios presented are ways things might be, but also might not be?23
A natural candidate for multiplex states of uncertainty comes from the kind of multistable
experiences typically caused by binocular rivalry. If you are shown a different stimulus in each
eye, such as a house and face, typically your experience will flip between a house-percept and a
face-percept.24 Because the information from each side of the flip is not easily integrated, it
would be rational and normal to remain uncertain of what you are seeing, if you did not know
you were getting different stimuli in each eye.
However, what if each experience that you flip between is a distinct experience? Then we
will have alternation between non-multiplex experiences, rather than a single multiplex experi-
ence presenting different incompatible possibilities.
In this case, individuation is a partly conceptual matter. You could hold constant the
stimuli and the phenomenal character, but change only the theoretical decision about
whether the subject is undergoing a single dynamic experience or a sequence of separate
ones.25 So whether multistable experiences are states of uncertainty is somewhat up for
grabs. A stronger candidate would be a multiplex experience that presents us with incompat-
ible trajectories over a short duration, but where we have a firmer motivation to treat it a
single dynamic experience.
The structure of these cases is analogous to someone who says on Sunday that since Friday
they have uninterruptedly been and are continuing on a single career trajectory: to become a
sculptor. And then on Monday say that since Friday, they have uninterruptedly been and are
continuing on a single career trajectory: to become a lawyer. Such a person's reports could not
both be true. Experiences of wobbly trajectories may have this same structure.
FIGURE 2 The magic fork
23In case it helps bring this question into focus, consider a nonperceptual analogy. Suppose that while you are
wondering whether the sound you hear in the desert is caused by a coyote or a baby, you imagine that it is caused by a
witch disguising herself as a baby. Here you are actively holding in your consciousness these three incompatible
options—COYOTE, BABY, and WITCH—and none of them are marked in your consciousness as “actual.” The COYOTE and
BABY options are epistemic possibilities for you that pass through your mind while you are in the throes of inquiry,
whereas WITCH is an epistemically impossible far-off (logical) possibility brought to mind by your creative imagination
(p is epistemically possible for a subject S iff p is possible, for all S knows). As this case illustrates, imagination and
inquiry can make a range of incompatible possibilities of various kinds salient to you, as can mind-wandering,
conversation, and reading. The question here is whether perceptual experience can perform the same function that
imagination or inquiry can.
24In some conditions, there can be fusion (Block, 2018; Gershman, Vul, & Tenenbaum, 2012; Klink, Boucherie, Denys,
Roelfsema, & Self, 2017).
25Lewis (1986) makes a similar proposal about event individuation.
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5.2 | Butterflies and knuckleballs
It is hard to catch a butterfly as it darts and flutters because none of its movements allow us to
predict what its next movement will be. If we watch long enough, for instance for 5 s, we might
see its overall direction of movement, but smaller segments of this trajectory would offer com-
peting cues to its overall direction. As in multistable experiences, the temporal segments of the
experience present incompatible things. In one microsegment of the experience, the butterfly
darts to the left, and the next microsegment it darts to the right. However, unlike multistable
experiences that alternate between house and face, here, if we consider the experience
encompassing both segments, we have competing cues as to its trajectory.
The same situation on an even smaller time scale can be found in a type of pitch in baseball
known as a knuckleball, one of the most unpredictable breaking pitches. Knuckleballs dart and
waffle, making it hard to predict the ball's path and hit it.26 Since trajectories are plausibly fea-
tures presented in experience over durations, these experiences present you with multiple
incompatible trajectories at once.
At this point, one might object that none of these examples are really experiences of multi-
ple options as incompatible, on the grounds that what is presented in experience is something
of the form “Possibly P,” such as “it is possible that the ball is on trajectory T1” and “it is possi-
ble that it is on T2.” And just as you could believe two claims of the form “Possibly P" without
contradiction, if you experienced both “possibly x is on trajectory T1” and “possibly x is on tra-
jectory T2,” this would not be a case of experiencing multiple incompatible options.
The challenge might seem to be deepened by comparing it to an experience of instability, a
disposition of something wobbly to topple over. For instance, imagine a visual experience of a
rock balanced precariously on another rock. Here, one is experiencing a property (instability)
that the rock actually has. The experience need not be hedging on whether the rock is unstable,
or on how unstable it is.
In reply, the experiences described here are hedging on which trajectory is currently
unfolding. In granting that the phenomenal contents of the experiences include “Possibly the
trajectory is T,” the objector grants there is a phenomenal hedge.27
The experience of the rock is different. This experience need not be hedging on whether the
unstable rock will actually fall. Any uncertainty about that is a response to the perceptual expe-
rience of instability.28 It would be reasonable to be uncertain whether the rock will fall in
response to the experience, but if the rock is balancing without moving at all, there is no ambi-
guity about its trajectory because it is not on a trajectory.
26https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Knuckleball.
27The kind of possibility would have to be a type of epistemic possibility, so that p is possible for S in this sense just in
case: “For all S would be justified in believing on the basis of S's experience alone: p” For instance, if an experience of a
dotted card would give you with immediate justification to think the card has nine dots, and would also give you
justification to think it has 10 dots, then “Possibly: It has nine dots” would be a content of experience. In her discussion
of this example (which is from Silins, 2011). Munton (2016) suggests that experiences hedge in just this way.
28Compare McGinn's (1996) claim against dispositionalism about color that “You do not see what would obtain in
certain counterfactual situations; you see only what actually obtains. When you see something as red you do not see the
counterfactual possibilities that constitute its having a disposition to appear red. Your eyes do not respond to woulds
and might have beens” (1996, p. 540). McGinn is moving illicitly from the plain fact that we cannot perceive what is
merely possible to the conclusion that we cannot be presented with dispositional properties. It is part of “what actually
obtains” that the rock is disposed to topple over (i.e., that is unstable), and plausibly this dispositional property can be
presented in experience.
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If no experiences were states of uncertainty, then there would be no probabilistic experi-
ences either. If some experiences of wobbly trajectories are states of uncertainty, then the stan-
dard view would need to drop the requirement that perceptual experiences present a unique
way that things actually are. An adjusted version of the distinction might hold that perceptual
experiences purport to present the subject with ways things actually are at the time of the expe-
rience, allowing that multiplex experiences concern candidates for how things actually are at
that time, rather than ways things were in the past or could be at some other time or in some
other world.
My cases for wobbly experiences as states of uncertainty do not rule out all possibly alterna-
tives. In the case of knuckleballs, one might try to argue that the experience presents shifts in
the ball's direction, without specifying which directions these are. This analysis would not cre-
ate any need to adjust the standard view at all. What is important in this context is that if some
experiences may well be states of uncertainty, and if any are, then that result opens the question
whether this experiential uncertainty is ever probabilistically structured or otherwise measur-
able by probability.
From here, I am going to grant for the sake of argument that some experiences are states of
uncertainty and argue that none of them are probabilistically structured or measurable. Readers
who are think that no experiences are states of uncertainty will have reached the same conclu-
sion already.
6 | ARE EXPERIENCES PROBABILISTIC? THE
PROTO-CONFIDENCE ANALYSIS
So far, I have argued against the standard picture of perceptual phenomenology, according to
which all perceptual experiences present things as actually occurring concurrently with the per-
ception. I made the case that some experiences of conflicting trajectories falsify this universal
claim.
A special case of an experience presenting the subject with multiple incompatible possibili-
ties would be that it presents possibilities as weighted. Here, the phenomenal hedge would also
be weighted in a way that forms a probability distribution. This picture can be developed into
what I will call the proto-confidence analysis of experience.
Just as the standard picture makes a universal claim about all experiences, the proto-
confidence analysis makes equally far-reaching universal claims. It is an analysis of how phe-
nomenal character is structured. According to the version I will consider here, it is structured
by a set of relations I will call “perceptual seeming relations.”
A relation to contents is a perceptual seeming relation, if it is a relation to contents by virtue
of which you are phenomenally perceptually presented with the things the contents character-
ize, and if the relation is distinct from belief, judgment, or anything else doxastic. For instance,
if you are phenomenally perceptually presented with a person coming to greet you and the
same person coming to greet someone else, then on this analysis, you would stand in two per-
ceptual seeming relations, each one to a content characterizing each of the possibilities. On this
analysis, experience can make salient multiple incompatible possibilities at once.
A further step assigns weights to them that are measurable by probabilities. This step
develops two ideas: that there are intrinsic phenomenal hedge-markers in the form of
degrees of perceptual seeming relations, and that these hedge-markers are probabilistically
structured.
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I will call any degreed perceptual seeming relations measurable by probabilities “proto-
confidence relations.” Just as there are many credence relations, there are many proto-
confidence relations. In this framework, there could be such a thing as its perceptually seeming
to degree .7 that a sound is made by a coyote, and its simultaneously perceptually seeming to
degree .3 that the sound is made by a human baby. The witch hypothesis from our earlier exam-
ple would not show up in proto-confidences because it is made salient by imagining, not by per-
ceptual experience.29
Proto-confidences would be experiences built out of proto-confidence relations. If experi-
ences are proto-confidences, then they have features that merit using probabilistic formalism to
describe them. Formal structures such as probability are apt for analyzing psychological states
only when those states independently have the structure that the formalism helps describe. The
conceit of the proto-confidence analysis is that experiences have such features. There is a
dimension of phenomenal character of perceptual experience that comes in degrees measurable
by probability. Since nothing in the formalism itself identifies what thing in the mind the for-
malism measures, that task is left to some other type of analysis, such as phenomenology for
perceptual experience, cognitive modeling for perceptual processing, or philosophy for
credences.
It is worth noting that in their critical survey of the history of attempts to analyze the type
of confidence measured by probability, Ericsson and Hajek (2007) conclude that none of those
attempts succeed, and suggest that credences are best taken as a psychological primitive. Their
discussion highlights the challenge of finding person-level psychological underpinnings for
probability to measure. If Ericsson and Hajek's criticisms of all extant attempts to operationalize
credences are correct, it suggests that the best reasons to think the mind is probabilistically
measurable will come from other things that can be explained on that assumption.
An explanation of that sort is exactly what Munton and Morrison offer for perceptual expe-
rience. I have focused on their strategy for defending proto-confidences because it says proto-
confidences are needed to explain probabilistic behavior. In Section 4, I criticized this strategy.
Munton also makes the case that proto-confidences can explain the formation of rational cre-
dences. I return to this point shortly.
I now to turn from a strategy used to defend proto-confidences to the proto-confidence anal-
ysis itself. The key question is whether there is a phenomenal dimension to experience that can
be measured by probabilities. By using the same formalism for a different purpose, the proto-
confidence analysis commits to the idea that experiences are similar enough to credences to
merit probabilistic analysis, but different enough from credences to be perceptual precursors of
credences, rather than credences under another name.
Morrison (2015) proposes the proto-confidence analysis as an account of invariant phenom-
enal features of perceptual experience. When introducing the view (which he calls “perceptual
confidence”), he writes:
Perceptual confidence is … about how your experiences present objects and proper-
ties … [it] extends an earlier shift in our thinking. In the 1960s … many philoso-
phers attributed contents to beliefs but not to perceptual experiences. In the 1980s
many started attributing contents to experiences … because they became convinced
29In illustrating the proto-confidence analysis, I have used an example involving the sophisticated property of being a
coyote to maintain continuity with earlier examples. However, the proto-confidence analysis does not depend on the
idea that such sophisticated properties could not be representable in perceptual experience.
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that experiences are belief-like in many ways … Jumping to the present, many con-
temporary philosophers attribute degrees of confidence to beliefs but not to experi-
ences … According to perceptual confidence, experiences are belief-like in yet
another way: they can assign more or less confidence … One could selectively
endorse Perceptual Confidence in some cases but not others. But it most naturally
applies to all or none. (Morrison, 2015, p. 19).30
The proto-confidence analysis modifies the set of contrasts posited by the standard view. It
says that perceptual experience can identify a range of scenarios and presents each of them as a
way that things might actually or might not be, instead of presenting a single way things
are now.
As noted a few paragraphs back, Munton's (2016) defense of the proto-confidence analysis
draws on epistemological considerations. She writes:
What properties must our experience have if it is to account for … fluctuations in
epistemic power, even across experiences that share epistemically relevant con-
tents? I propose that we should understand the relevant difference in such cases as
a change in the certainty or confidence with which the visual state presents its con-
tent. (Munton, 2016, p. 302).
Munton makes explicit that differences in proto-confidences are also phenomenal
differences:
The phenomenal character of a visual experience can change incrementally. How
things look to you develops gradually as you move, as the scene you are looking at
evolves, or as environmental conditions change. Those changes in phenomenal
appearance have epistemic upshots: your epistemic position also changes very grad-
ually, in line with them. (Munton, 2016, p. 302).
The contents of experience can stay the same, she suggests, as epistemic power changes,
which is what motivates the idea that relations to contents make a phenomenal difference as
well. As she puts it: “Note that at some level the contents of Rey's and Elmer's experiences may
remain the same, even as their phenomenal character changes in a way that is epistemically rel-
evant" (p. 303).
Munton says one's epistemic position “changes in line with” phenomenal changes, which
suggests that if you are proto-confident to degree .7 that it is a tree, .7 measures two things that
rise and fall together: something phenomenal, and something epistemic. The phenomenal thing
is a degreed dimension of perceptual seeming, and the epistemic thing could be a degree of jus-
tification for believing that it is a tree, or a level of confidence that it would be rational to have,
such as credence .7 in “It's a tree.”
Munton's treatment of the tree example can suggest that a subject's standing in a single
proto-confidence relation to a content, making the analysis analogous to a point estimate rather
than a distribution. Multiplex experiences are also easily analyzed with degreed perceptual
seeming relations, given Munton's assumption that proto-confidences rise and fall with
30He adds: “Perceptual Confidence best explains what happens when we completely trust our experience … when you
completely trust an experience you endorse the way it presents objects” (p. 27).
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epistemic power. If in looking at a cloth in dim light, it would be rational to form credences .4
that it is blue, .3 that it is green and .3 that it is purple, Munton's analysis can be expressed by
positing three corresponding proto-confidence relations that the subject's experience con-
sists in.31
The proto-confidence analysis can be developed into either type of theory. However, relative
to the goal of showing that perceptual experiences are intrinsic phenomenal hedge-markers,
the distribution version is more promising. Compared to proto-confidence analyses of multiplex
experiences, the point-estimate version leaves it less obvious what the phenomenal hedge-
marker is. The putative fact that having an experience makes it rational to form one or another
credence could be explained on the standard view as well, as we saw in Section 4. For instance,
the experience of seeing a tree in fog that occludes the leafy part but not the trunk might leave
it open whether it is a tree or a telephone pole. Here, the features of experience that explain
uncertainty about what one is seeing could on the face of it be explained without any phenome-
nal hedging.
The point-value version of the proto-confidence analysis needs to specify which phenomenal
features constitute a hedge-marker. We saw in Section 3 that there may be non-phenomenal
roles or representational features of experience that probabilities could measure, and something
like a point valued version of the proto-confidence analysis could describe experiences in this
way. However, those theories do not posit any intrinsic phenomenal hedge-markers.
Given Munton's and Morrison's goal to make predictions about all perceptual experiences,
there is some pressure on their proto-confidence analysis to posit multiplex experiences. We are
then left with a question: Do multiplex experiences lend themselves to probabilistic analysis?
I argue next that no experiences lend themselves to probabilistic analysis, and therefore
multiplex experiences do not either.
6.1 | The anchor problem and superfluous formalism
The proto-confidence analysis proposes that all experiences are structured by degreed percep-
tual seeming relations. Let us suppose for the sake of argument that it provides an illuminating
analysis of some multiplex experiences, such as conflicting trajectories or multistable experi-
ences. Why should these types of cases anchor a theory of the structure of all perceptual experi-
ences? We would want some reason to think that these cases are the ones from which we
should generalize. Yet there does not seem to be anything especially central or fundamental
about these cases. Not every perceptual experience is an experience of a trajectory, let alone
ambiguous trajectories, and hardly any experiences are multistable. This objection is the anchor
problem for proto-confidences.
Even if we set aside the anchor problem, the probabilistic formalism does not seem to be
tracking anything beyond what we can already describe without it. By invoking probability, the
proto-confidence analysis needs experiences to have just the right set of features. There has to
be a dimension of perceptual seeming that comes in degrees in a way that probability can mea-
sure, this dimension needs to have an upper bound, and all experiences must be locatable in a
linear order along this dimension, so that any two perceptual experiences can be compared.
Both the upper bound nor comparability seem more likely artifacts of a formalism than fea-
tures of phenomena that would make that formalism an apt tool of analysis. Regarding the
31Compare her example of Silins's dotted card example, and Morrison's (2015) discussion of Jeffrey's cloth example.
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upper bound: What would an example be of maximal perceptual seeming? (Is a very vivid cat
phenomenally maximal?).
In the case of credences, it is possible to define every credence in terms of credence 1. If cre-
dence 1 is complete certainty, the other credences are progressively less than complete cer-
tainty, and we have a psychological underpinning for the formalism.32 By contrast, in the case
of perceptual seeming, if we have no clear grasp of what maximal perceptual seeming would
be, then that fact should leave us dubious that the other values of perceptual seeing are well-
defined.
A proponent of proto-confidences might reply to the upper-bound objection by saying that
there is no upper bound of proto-confidence.33 However, this move introduces new challenges
to finding a psychological underpinning of proto-confidence. First, if there is no perceptual ana-
log to complete confidence, it becomes obscure which proto-confidence value should be
assigned to epistemically unproblematic perceptual experiences such as seeing one's hand while
reaching for a cup. What makes it less than the maximum? Without a clear definition of the
phenomenal dimension that is getting measured, the adjusted formalism with no upper bound
is not any better motivated than the original formalism.
Regarding comparability, if the proto-confidence analysis is true, then there has to be a fact
of the matter about which if either of the perceptual seemings that result from seeing a backlit
cat and the Idesawa spiky sphere (Figure 3) are stronger. How would we locate a bang or odor
in relation to them? The proto-confidence analysis forces questions on us that do not obviously
have answers.
A proponent of proto-confidences could address this objection by denying that there is an
upper bound, or by invoking “fuzzy” credences, or both. At that point, however, the motivation
that comes from the line of thought emphasizing the continuity of probabilistic information in
perceptual processing gets lost. In the Walker et al. study, there is no indication that the proba-
bilistic information guiding behavior is in the form of fuzzy intervals.
FIGURE 3 Idesawa spiky sphere
32Another option is to fix the psychological credence .5 in p as a type of indifference between p and not-p, and then
define the other credences as departures in degrees of asymmetry between distributions of confidence in p and not-p.
The main point is that for the formalism to be useful and apt for analyzing a set of psychological states, there has to be a
psychological phenomenon that it helps to make exact.
33This suggestion has been made by Munton (personal communication).
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This observation points to a further challenge in finding a phenomenal subject-matter for
probability that jibes with the motivation from continuity that I have been discussing in this
paper. The Walker et al. study is one of the few studies that link probabilistic information to
behavior. In other cases of perceiving orientation, even if van Bergen, Ma, Pratt, and
Jehee (2015) are correct that probabilistic information is used by perceptual processing of orien-
tation, only the “winning” hypothesis about orientation shows up in perceptual experience.34
The phenomenal degrees posited by the proto-confidence analysis then have no role to play.
And as I argued in Section 4, non-probabilistic experiences can combine with probabilistic
information in the rest of perception to explain behavior.
In sum, probabilistic formalism may be useful for measuring contingent roles of experience,
but this use of it is entirely compatible with denying the proto-confidence analysis. That kind of
role would not have the momentous consequences for the structure of experience that Morrison
and Munton advertise.
7 | CONCLUSION
When Frank Ramsey first proposed that our levels of confidence can be measured by probabili-
ties, he took confidence, a phenomenon that everyone can recognize, and proposed that proba-
bility can help us understand further features it has, at least in ideally rational minds.35 There is
no doubt about the existence of the subject-matter that the probabilistic formalism was meant
to help illuminate.
I have argued that there is no phenomenal dimension to perceptual experience that gives
proto-confidences any analogous subject-matter. While probabilities may help us describe some
dispositions and roles related to perception, there appears to be nothing phenomenal for proba-
bilities to help us analyze. Perceptual representations of point-estimates may be accompanied
by blur or feelings of uncertainty, but these phenomenal feelings are not plausibly measurable
by probabilities. The proto-confidence analysis seems to lack a phenomenal subject-matter.
What is the deepest reason why perceptual experiences are not probabilistic? I suspect it is
that the core phenomenal features of perceptual experience are to tell us how things are in in
our immediate environment, whereas uncertainty surrounding perception is about our relation-
ship to the information about those circumstances. Perceptual experience feels like a tribunal
against which we can compare hypotheses about perceptible things. For many reasons, percep-
tual experience cannot always straightforwardly play that role.36 However, basic questions
34A point emphasized by Clark (2018), Block (2018), and Gross (2020).
35Ramsey (1926)/1931), “Truth and Probability.” As Ramsey recognized when he founded formal epistemology, the kind
of confidence that has the best chance of being analyzed probabilistically are dispositional states of mind, rather than
mental occurrences like feelings: “We have therefore to find a process of addition for degrees of belief … to determine a
numerical scale. Such is our problem; how are we to solve it? There are, I think, two ways … We can, in the first place,
suppose that the degree of a belief is something perceptible by its owner; for instance, that beliefs differ in the intensity
of a feeling by which they are accompanied … This view would be very inconvenient, for it is not easy to ascribe
numbers to the intensities of feelings; but apart from this it seems to me observably false, for the beliefs which we hold
most strongly are often accompanied by practically no feeling at all; no one feels strongly about things he takes for
granted. We are driven therefore to the second supposition that the degree of a belief is a causal property of it, which we
can express vaguely as the extent to which we are prepared to act on it” (p. 169).
36I discuss these reasons in Siegel (2017). See also Christensen (1992), Weisberg (2009), Sturgeon (2020).
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about our surroundings, such as (as Austin asked) whether the pig is in the pigpen, normally
seem to be questions that perception can settle (Austin, 1962).
If this conclusion is correct, then contrary to premise (P1) of the face-value arguments, one
cannot form credences by taking experiences at face-value, simply importing a probabilistic
structure of experience to the doxastic level, changing only the nature of the relations one bears
to the contents, contra Moss (2019). Credences would have to be formed other ways, such as
forming them by inference, or by adjusting your mind to match (what you take to be) the objec-
tive chances.
Perception science can tell us much about which behavior is sensitive to probabilistic infor-
mation. However, the conclusions here suggest that phenomenological considerations may be
better than perception science is at assessing whether experiences are phenomenally probabilis-
tic. If my conclusions are correct, models from perception science may be mapped on to states
of uncertainty, but not on to any states that are phenomenally probabilistic.
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